
R&S®DVMS for perfect monitoring  
of DVB-T2 networks

The R&S®DVMS1 and R&S®DVMS4 digital TV monitor-
ing systems keep track of the quality of digital TV sig-
nals – they detect all relevant errors at the RF and 
transport stream levels. Besides monitoring up to four 
signals, they allow in-depth signal analysis in parallel. 
When equipped with the new plug-in, they are ready 
to handle DVB-T2. These systems were presented in 
NEWS (2010) No. 202, pp. 26–29.

Monitoring DVB-T2 networks requires test equipment with both new and adapted functions. The R&S®DVMS1 

and R&S®DVMS4 digital TV monitoring systems already support this new standard: Equipped with a new 

receiver plug-in and new firmware that supports T2-MI, they are immediately ready to perform tests based on 

the latest DVB-T2 extensions of the measurement guidelines.

DVB-T2: a new standard moves forward
The new DVB-T2 digital terrestrial television standard is a fur-
ther development of the DVB-T standard. Many countries in 
Europe and Africa have already opted to introduce this stan-
dard which has been in regular use for some time now in the 
UK, Finland, Italy and Sweden. DVB-T2 supports higher data 
rates, mobile reception and different modulation parameters 
within a channel. The standard also implements more effec-
tive error protection and provides a larger range of modu-
lation parameters along with a constellation that is slightly 
rotated for more robust modulation. In addition, a new inter-
face for the modulator, the T2 modulator interface (T2-MI), 
has been specified. It supports the transport of programs via 
multiple physical layer pipes (PLPs), including the associated 
modulation parameters (L1 parameters). The individual PLPs 
have an MPEG-2 transport stream structure and are modu-
lated by the transmitter on the basis of the associated modu-
lation parameters. This makes it possible to individually opti-
mize the transmission of different programs for a high data 
rate or better robustness.

Monitoring is not a luxury
Network monitoring has many clear benefits. In these com-
plex networks, monitoring systems provide the ability to 
quickly detect any errors that occur during signal distribution, 
signal emission or in the signal structure. This makes it pos-
sible to rapidly introduce countermeasures to minimize the 
downtime. The more comprehensive and detailed the net-
work monitoring is, the more accurate the analysis results will 
be about the location and nature of the error when problems 
occur. Continuous monitoring is also useful for documenting 
the signal properties vs. time. This can be important vis-à-vis 
contracting parties and enables easier verification of compli-
ance with agreed quality standards. 

Clearly, there are many arguments in favor of monitor-
ing – and consequently in favor of the R&S®DVMS1 and 
R&S®DVMS4 digital TV monitoring systems. These versa-
tile monitoring systems can be quickly readied for DVB-T2 
by simply installing a plug-in and new firmware. They can be 
installed at any desired monitoring points in the network and 
come with many sophisticated features.

Typical monitoring points and functions
Effective monitoring is based on checking a signal at various 
points in the signal transmission chain – depending on the 
monitoring functions and objectives. The more points that are 
monitored, the greater the precision when it comes to deter-
mining the source of an error from the results. Some exam-
ples are provided below:

Transmitter site
 ❙ Signal emitted by transmitter

 ■ Is the signal DVB-T2 compliant?
 ■ Are the signal quality and strength sufficient?

 ❙ Signal fed to transmitter
 ■ Are the content and included modulation parameters 
correct? 

 ❙ In single-frequency networks
 ■ Are all of the transmitters in sync?
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Multiplex center
 ❙ Signal provided by multiplex center and fed to transmitters 

 ■ Is the T2-MI signal, including all of the PLPs it contains, 
correct (with respect to syntax, structure, data rate, num-
ber of programs, etc.)?

 ■ Is the content (picture, audio and data) of sufficient 
quality?

 ❙ Signals received in the multiplex center for further processing
 ■ Are the signals error-free?

Transmitter monitoring
In order to reliably estimate the signal quality of a given trans-
mitter, it is important to monitor as many signal characteris-
tics as possible. In this application, the R&S®DVMS monitor-
ing systems are an excellent choice, since they can monitor 
numerous parameters and offer the high measurement accu-
racy needed to detect even the slightest signal degradations 
early on (FIG 1).
 ❙ RF sync – Is it possible to synchronize to the signal?
 ❙ Level – Is the signal strength sufficient?
 ❙ MER – Is the modulation quality sufficient?
 ❙ BER – Is the proportion of correctly received bits (before 
LDPC and before BCH [before error correction]) sufficient?

 ❙ PER – Is the proportion of error-free packets sufficient?
 ❙ Frequency offset – Is the frequency sufficiently accurate?
 ❙ Bit rate offset – Is the bit rate sufficiently accurate?

If irregularities in these signal properties are not detected, this 
can quickly lead to a program failure. In the most extreme 
case, a complete dropout of the transmitter can occur. 

For DVB-T2, it is important to keep in mind that one demod-
ulator per PLP is required for simultaneous reception of all of 

the transmitted data – even if only one frequency is used. If 
multiple PLPs are present or multiple transmitters are located 
at a site, multiple monitoring must be implemented. 

If continuous monitoring of all of the transmitters (transmit 
frequencies) or PLPs is not possible due to cost constraints, 
the R&S®DVMS digital TV monitoring systems can also be 
used for sequential monitoring. Here, the monitoring systems 
automatically switch between the frequencies or PLPs and 
check the signals in sequence. Due to the differences in the 
signals, it is generally necessary for the user to define individ-
ual limits for each frequency or PLP. The R&S®DVMS will then 
automatically apply these limits to the appropriate signals. Of 
course, on average, it takes more time to detect an error with 
sequential monitoring than with continuous monitoring.

FIG 1 RF measurement results for a DVB-T2 signal using the R&S®DVMS 

digital TV monitoring system.

FIG 2 Monitoring of signals fed to and emitted 

by a transmitter.
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FIG 3 Presentation of the monitoring results for a single-frequency net-

work using the R&S®DVMS digital TV monitoring system (red: error).

Monitoring of supplied signals
It is necessary to ensure that the transmitted data is correct 
and can be properly decoded, T2-modulated and emitted. The 
actual test points in the signal chain and the analysis depth 
are highly dependent on the overall network structure. Here, 
the crucial factors are the points where the signal is modi-
fied and how precisely the error location needs to be deter-
mined. Typical monitoring points are the output from the mul-
tiplex center, point-to-point connections in the network and 
the transmitter’s input and output (FIG 2). 

At the multiplex center output, on the feed path or at the trans-
mitter input, the data for all of the PLPs is present as a T2-MI 
signal. If sync byte, continuity count and CRC errors are mon-
itored at these points, a faulty T2-MI signal structure that the 
transmitter cannot process will be detected immediately. How-
ever, if the signal is modified additionally in the transmitter or 
along the path, it is good practice to make additional measure-
ments such as are performed at the multiplex center.

Monitoring of single-frequency networks (SFNs)
Operation of SFNs requires adequate synchronization 
between all of the participating transmitters. If this is not 
ensured, reception will be disrupted even if each transmit-
ter is emitting a signal that is perfect on its own. The syn-
chronization of SFNs can be monitored at a selected trans-
mitter site. The signal from the local transmitter is attenuated, 
and the signals from the other transmitters that are received 
via directional antennas are fed to the R&S®DVMS as a sum 
signal. This system determines the level and timing for all of 
the signals. Once a steady state is reached, these values can 
be saved and used later as a reference for monitoring. If the 
measured parameters for the signals deviate from the speci-
fied limits, the monitoring system triggers an alarm (FIG 3). 

Monitoring at the multiplex center
In DVB-T2, the transmitter is fed a T2-MI signal that is typically 
generated in the multiplex center. Monitoring is described in 
the latest extension to the measurement guidelines (Bluebook 
A14-1). R&S®DVMS firmware version 2.40 (planned for Octo-
ber 2011) will already support these DVB-T2-specific mea-
surements so as to allow simple, proven and standard-com-
pliant monitoring and analysis of T2-MI signals. This includes 
measurements at the T2-MI transport stream level (sync byte, 
continuity counter, PCR, data rate, etc.) and the T2-MI packet 
level (packet type, payload, time stamp, etc.). The system 
also monitors the content of individual PLPs, which is similar 
to monitoring the classic MPEG-2 transport stream in DVB-T. 
Here, the system takes into account that the tables that are 
relevant for all of the PLPs are contained only in the common 
PLP in line with the DVB-T2 standard.

Central monitoring of multiple transmitter sites
Effective monitoring of a complete television network requires 
centralized access to all of the information from the indi-
vidual monitoring points. For this purpose, the R&S®DVMS 
monitoring systems are integrated into a computer network. 
Since they support the simple network management proto-
col (SNMP), they can be controlled using appropriate network 
management software such as the DTV monitoring manager 
from Rohde&Schwarz. This software presents the monitoring 
results in graphical format to allow fast and straightforward 
interpretation.

Summary
The R&S®DVMS monitoring systems allow comprehensive 
monitoring of DVB-T2 digital terrestrial television networks. 
With the new DVB-T2 receiver plug-in and firmware  version 
2.40 for T2-MI support, these systems are well equipped 
to handle the specific features of the new standard, allow-
ing transmission errors to be detected quickly – even in large, 
complex network structures. This is a basic prerequisite for 
high-quality DVB-T2 network operation.

Thomas Tobergte
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